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It was the slap seen---and heard around the world CUT... Almost immediately after Will Smith walked on stage 
and slapped Chris Rock after Rock made a joke about Smith's wife hair....people began talking about it. PKG 
Coronavirus funding has run out for uninsured Americans ....meaning those people could pay as much as 125 
dollars out of pocket for a PCR test...The funding to for administering vaccines for those same people will run out
next week...In addition....the supply of monocolonal antibodies could run out by May and...antiviral pills by 
September if additional funding is not secured......It comes as The FDA and CDC have greenlit a fourth COVID-
19 dose for all Americans over the age of 50....President Biden got his second booster on Wednesday CUT. And 
as it comes as health officials say there is an uptick in omicron variant XXX cases....How important is this fourth 
dose of the vaccine? I asked ABC Medical Correspondent Dr. Alok Patel... a pediatrician at Stanford Children's 
Health.... Coming up...Fleeing the violence...from Ukraine...to Poland...and Mexico...On Perspective after this... 
Following peace talks in Turkey this week...Russia claimed it would only be focusing on the Eastern regions of 
Ukraine...and promised it would be pulling back from the areas around Kyiv...and Chereniv, (cher-KNEE-ev) a 
city to the north of the capital. But throughout the week...the shelling continued (nats?) . This week....more 
stories of the more than four million Ukrainians who are now refugees. We begin in another city near Kyiv...Irpin--
to the west---where ABC foreign correspondent James Longman described a first-hand account of people just 
trying to get out. PKG Poland has taken in over half of the four-point-one million refugee the UN says have fled 
their homeland..and Polish leaders....including's Warsaw's mayor say they're quickly becoming overwhelmed 
and need help from international partners CUT (NEED SYSTEM for Refugees)...Among those trying to escape 
the horrors of war again....are an estimated TEN thousand Holocaust survivors....ABC's Matt Gutman spent 
weeks in the region in both Poland and Ukraine....and reports on the desperate efforts to save them.... PKG 
ABC's Matt Gutman.... Hundreds of those leaving Ukraine have ended up on the US-Mexico Border in 
Tijuana...they're trying to get into the United States that way. Immigration attorneys and humanitarian groups tell 
ABC News...that many of them getting there by flying to Mexico City, and either taking a connecting flight to 
Tijuana or driving there....hoping to find asylum that way. ABC's Will Carr is at the border with more.. PKG ABC's 
Will Carr...on the border in Tiajuana, with hundreds of Ukrainian refugees. Coming up...The shocking history of 
Indian Boarding schools in the United States. On Perspective, after this... One of the most shocking stories of 
2021...was the discovery of hundreds of bodies of indigenous children at the site of former Canadian residential 
school....where children were sent after being removed from their communities...and where they faced horrific 
conditions...This week Pope Francis apologized for the Catholic Church's role in running many of the 
schools...saying he feels "shame and sorrow"... These schools didn't just exist in Canada....the United States 
also had schools for over 150 years....where hundreds of thousands of Indigenous children were taken from their
families...to force assimilation....ABC's Nightline has been investigating the schools....and had a special edition 
of the show this week....Majorie McAfee...was one of the producers on the investigation... PKG You can watch 
Nightline episode on Hulu..... In February...Navy Seal Candidate Kyle Mullen died following the successful 
completion of the the grueling 'Hell Week'...Mullen became the fourth candidate to die during SEAL selection 
since 2001....Regina Mullen...Kyle's mom...has been searching for answers since his death....and demanding 
change...ABC's Amy Robach spoke to the heartbroken mother in an ABC News Exclusive.... PKG ABC's Amy 
Robach speaking with Regina Mullen...the mother of Kyle Mullen.... In a statement the Navy says multiple 
independent investigations are on going into the circumstances around Kyles death and until those 
investigations are complete they say it is inappropriate to speculate on the cause of death or contributing 
factors.... ------- On Tuesday...the United Kingdom...honored the life of Prince Phillip....NATS Queen Elizabeth's 
husband died at the age of 99 last April...but the focus was not on the long time Royal...instead it was on the 
Queen.....and who she had escort her into Westminster Abbey...Her son Prince Andew....who recently settled a 
sexual assault lawsuit with Virginia Giueffre...an alleged victim of Jeffrey Epstein....How is Andrew's inclusion 
playing in the UK? Lets bring in ABC Royal Contributor Omid Scobie INT Coming up...What can you find on a 
beach?...Some pretty interesting...and gross items.... On Perspective, after this... Every year about 10-thousand 
volunteers head out to the beaches of New Jersey...to see what they can find. It's part of the Clean Ocean Action
coastal environmental group's environmental sweep...and after it's done, they release their annual report on 
what they found. PKG Finally this week we bring you back to Ukraine.....and the eastern city of 
Kharkiv....which.....has faced some of the worst attacks by Russia since the war began....With the 
bombardments....The Kharkiv Music Festival....an international classical music festival...was cancelled....so 
instead musicans took to the city's underground shelters.... Host: Cheri Preston Producer: Leighton Schneider 
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Runs 5:15 Ukrainians In Mexico The atrocities of war have started to be revealed in the areas around Kyiv as 
Russia moves troops out for what they say is a concentration of operations in Eastern Ukraine...What we have 
seen and found is heartbreaking...We will have a report from the ground in one of those towns in a moment....but



first...we're going to talk about the Ukrainian refugee crisis that is growing along the US border with Mexico in 
Tijuana. The number of Ukrainians arriving at the border is growing by the day. They are hoping to be granted 
entrance into the United States under refugee laws. The Biden Administration has said it will accept up to 100-
thousand Ukrainians and that officers at the border can accept them on a case-by-case basis despite the COVID
era Title 42 rule which has limited refugee claims during the pandemic. Title 42 will end next month--and we're 
going to have more about that later in the show. For now, we can tell you that Ukrainians are traveling to Mexico 
because they don t need a visa to enter that country, as they do to enter the U-S. Many are young families who 
are hoping to start a new life in the US. Now special lines are being set up for Ukrainians at the border and they 
are able to cross while other refugees are not. (this seems like a rando line--was it something we were told to put
in?) ABC s Alex Stone traveled to Tijuana this week and reports on what he saw. PKG 
Runs 5:51 Russian War Crimes? In Ukraine.......in towns near Kyiv...cities like Cherniv (cher-KNEE-ev)...and 
Bucha...the devastation that Russia has leveled against the Ukrainian people has been shocking...Videos show 
the bodies people killed with their hands tied behind the backs left lying in the street....a mass grave next to a 
church...a mayor and her family left in a shallow grave...that's just some of what has been discovered...President
Biden denounced Russia and President Vladimir Putin for carrying out War Crimes....(DCART War crimes short )
The worry now is that as authorities move into towns Russia occupied for longer periods of time...the atrocities 
will get worse....ABC's James Longman traveled to Bucha...a northern suburb of Kyiv... this week GMA PKG (its 
short) Throughout the week the terms war crimes...genocide...or crimes against humanity have been used to 
describe what has been happening in Ukraine, but what do those actually mean? We asked Kate 
Mackintosh...the Executive Director of the Promise Institute for Human Rights at UCLA School of Law...and an 
expert in International War Crimes... INT That was Kate Mackintosh...the executive director of the promise 
institute for human rights at the UCLA school of law. coming up....Trevor Reed has been imprisoned in Russia for
nearly three years....Now his Parents are speaking to ABC....with worries he may never come home...On 
perspective after this....
Runs 5:09 Trevor Reed's Parents Speak Out Former US Marine Trevor Reed...was arrested in Moscow in 2019 
while visiting his girlfriend...who is Russian. The 30-year-old was arrested after Russian authorities said he 
allegedly assaulted a police officer while drunk. It is a charge the family denies...His parents Joey and Paula 
haven't seen their son in almost three years...and they're now afraid the ongoing conflict in Ukraine mean's their 
chances for his return are dwindling.... Especially with the news this week that...Trevor was sent to a prison 
hospital... ABC's Brad Mielke spoke to Reed's Parents....on ABC's Daily Podcast Start Here....about the latest 
developments in their fight to bring their son home. You can listen to the full interview on the episode....'Trevor 
Reed's Parent's to Biden: "Get him out of there alive" where ever you get your podcasts.... 
Runs 1:49 Ketanji Brown Jackson Confirmed History...made this week in the U.S. Senate, as Judge Ketanji 
Brown Jackson was confirmed as the nation's next Supreme Court Justice--the first Black woman to ever serve 
on the Supreme Court. ABC Congressional Correspondent Rachel Scott has the story. Coming up...We've told 
you about Title 42...ending at the US Mexico Border. We're going to tell you more about what it is--and this 
history behind it. On Perspective after this. 
Runs 3:54 History behind Title 42 The focus of American politics and policy is back along the U-S/Mexico border 
as new groups of asylum-seekers some from Ukraine and Russia show up at the nation s doorstep. It comes 
even as President Biden prepares to ease immigration health restrictions...known as Title 42... put into place by 
his predecessor. ABC s Jim Ryan has some background from Texas, a state that shares a 12-hundred-mile 
border with Mexico: Coming up...Elon Musk joins Twitter...will he force change at the social media giant?...On 
Perspective, after this... 
Runs 4:02 Investors Getting spooked? Tough talk from the Federal Reserve is ratcheting up anxiety among 
investors, with stocks taking a big dip early in the week. What message is the U.S. central bank sending, and 
what could it mean for the stock market and the U.S. economy for the rest of the year? Let's bring in Caleb 
Silver...the editor in chief at Investopedia... 
Runs 3:15 Elon joins Twitter's Board Caleb Silver...editor in chief at Investopedia....also has some thoughts 
about about a big shake-up in the social media world this week. In a surprise move, Tesla and Space X CEO 
Elon Musk revealed that he had bought up 9 percent of Twitter's stock...becoming the social media company's 
largest shareholder. He'll also be joining Twitter's board of directors--a bit of a change from just a few weeks 
ago...when Musk tweeted that the company was against free speech...and that perpahs new platform was 
needed...What could this mean for the future of Twitter? ABC Tech Producer Mike Dobuski has more... Coming 
up..after a slight delay...the Major League Baseball season is back...what changes are on tap, and with fewer 
people paying attention--will it matter?...On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 5:05 MLB Opening Weekend After a contentious MLB offseason...marked by a three month 
lockout....baseball is back!...A number of changes have been implemented with the new collective bargaining 
agreement....like an expanded post-season...Plus the league will now allow a new anti-sign stealing device that 
will let the catcher tap a button on a wrist band....allowing the pitcher to hear the chosen pitch in his ear....but 



there are concerns that lockout has led to the loss of fans.....For more on all of that...Perspective's Producer 
Leighton Schneider spoke with... ESPN MLB Analyst Jessica Mendoza... 
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(Segment One) Runs 8:56 New York Terror Attack With Easter...Ramadan....and Passover all coinciding this 
Holiday weekend...it's a time to celebrate with family and friends....but if you live in New York City...you likely 
won't be letting your guard down after this week's terror attack on a subway in Brooklyn during rush hour...when 
investigators say alleged suspect...Frank James.. set off smoke grenades,...crouched down and opened fire on 
the packed train....letting loose over 30 shots...striking 10 people... 19 others were injured by the smoke or the 
chaos as it was unfolding...the nearly 30 people...all going about their normal routine...heading to 
work...school...or a store.... It's the latest incident that is raises questions about the safety in the city....following 
what feels like constant steam of violence in the nation's biggest city. Among the violence this year......a woman 
was pushed onto the subway tracks and killed by a stranger...another was stabbed to death by a man who 
followed her into her own apartment...and two partners in the NYPD were shot and killed while responding to a 
family dispute in Harlem.... New York Mayor Eric Adams...a former cop....has pledged the city won't return to the 
level of crime it saw in the 70s and 80s... CUT Mayor Adams had already increased the number of police officers
in the subway system...and said he is thinking about adding even more following the subway attack...Adams has
also began sending social work teams out....to help connect with people who may have mental health issues... 
ABC Chief Investigative Correspondent Josh Margolin....and ABC's Senior Investigative Correspondent Aaron 
Katersky...have been leading ABC News' coverage into both the subway investigation...and the increasing crime 
across the city....I spoke to both this week. INT ABC Chief Investigative Correspondent Josh Margolin....and 
ABC's Senior Investigative Correspondent Aaron Katersky Coming up...As Oklahoma makes providing an 
abortion a felony...our partners at 538...look into how women are obtaining them...On Perspective after this... 
(Segment Two) Runs 5:53 Abortion Bans In Florida this week, Governor Ron DeSantis signed a bill banning 
abortion at 15 weeks. In Kentucky, the Republican-controlled legislature overturned Governor Andy Besher's 
veto of a bill that would also ban almost all abortions at 15 weeks. And in Oklahoma, Governor Kevin Stitt signed
a law this week making it a felony to perform abortions in the state, unless the health of the mother is at risk. 
Anyone convicted can face up to 10 years in prison and a 100 thousand dollar fine. Those are just a few of the 
bills that have passed recently state-by-state as the Supreme Court weighs the future of Roe vs. Wade 
nationwide... Our partners at 538.. have taken a look into how women are STILL getting abortions, and what this 
summers Supreme court ruling could mean. ABC's Brad Mielke spoke to Amelia Thomson-Devaux...one of the 
reporters on the story.....on our Daily Podcast Start Here.. INT That was 538's Amelia Thomson-Devaux...on our 
daily podcast start here... 
Runs 3:26 Visit To NASA's JPL Scientists at NASA s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Southern California are about 
to do something never before done. They are about to send a space craft into deep space on a 3 year trip to 
reach a tiny speck up in the sky. It s an asteroid that is made of metal and might be nearly identical to the core of
Earth. Humans can t reach the core of Earth so the asteroid could answer many questions about how this planet 
is formed. The mission has taken a major step forward. It s nearly ready to go. ABC s Alex Stone has been 
covering it for months and makes a visit to the spacecraft called Psyche (Sie kee) before it heads to the 
launchpad. He reports from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California. Coming up...Selena Gomez 
has openly talked about her mental health struggles.....now she's launching a media company to help you out ... 
On Perspective, after this... 
(Segment Three) Runs 4:44 Clashes in Israel Thursday marked the 50th day of the war in Ukraine...AS Russian 
forces continue to re-position troops and equipment for what looks like an all-out assault on cities in the eastern 
part of the country....But....In what could be a major moral boost for Ukraine...Russa announced the sinking of 
the warship Moskva...the largest ship in the Black Sea Fleet. Russia claims a fire on board led to the detonation 
of ammunition....but Ukraine says they struck it with missiles....The US has not been able to verify what 
happened to the ship.. And then there is what's happening In Jerusalem.... Clashes erupted at the Al-Aqsa 
mosque...one of the most holy sites for both Muslims and Jews... between Israeli police and Palestinians....More 
than 100 people were injured after Israeli forces say they entered to remove rocks and stones...that been 
gathered in anticipation of violence....It comes after several attacks in Jerusalem that past two weeks that killed 
14 people....Clashes at the Mosque sparked an 11 day war between Israel and Hamas militants in the Gaza 
Strip last year....For more on this...let's bring in ABC's Jordana Miller...who is based in Jerusalem... INT 
Runs 2:54 Selena Gomez Mental Health Company Actress and singer Selena Gomez....is at the top of her game
across multiple industries...she got a Grammy nomination, she's one of the stars of the hit Hulu show "Only 
Murders in the Building, and she's a beauty entrepreneur. Gomez has also been open about her mental health 
struggles..... Now she wants to use her platform to help others with their "mental fitness" -- launching a new 
multi-media company focused on mental health. She talked recently about that with ABC's Juju Chang. ABC's 



Juju Chang.... Coming up... The New York Auto show is back...What's on tap this year?...We got a sneak peak... 
On Perspective, after this... 
(Segment Four) Runs 5:50 NY Auto Show There are two types of people in the world: Car people and the rest of 
us. The New York Auto Show hasn't been held in person in three years. Which makes this year very special for 
car people. Our Perspective Tech Producers Mike Dobuski and Rob Hawley are car people--this week, they took 
ABC associate producer Audrey Mostec for a ride to see everything shiny fast and new for 2022. PKG Coming 
up...A "survivor" prepares to run the Boston Marathon for the first time since 2013---when the bombing 
happened. His story on Perspective after this.
(Segment Five) Runs 2:45 Boston Marathon 'Survivor' On Monday, 30,000 runners will take part in the Boston 
Marathon. Just like the New York Auto show's return...the Marathon is back in April after two long years." One of 
the people running this year is Ethan Zohn -- winner of the reality show Survivor in its second season. He really 
is a survivor--a cancer survivor, last time Zohn ran the race was in 2013--as he celebrated a year of being in 
remission. That was the year of the Boston Marathon Bombing, and he still remembers where he was when the 
attack unfolded. Host: Cheri Preston Producer: Leighton Schneider 
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(Segment One) Runs 7:37 Trees I'm sitting in my backyard on this Earth Day, and I'm hearing (..birds, crickets, 
etc...) I'm running my fingers through the grass, and looking up at the tall trees. I'm appreciating the earth that we
have, the earth that probably won't look like this for future generations because of the dire effects of climate 
change. We're going to be talking about several different topics on our changing global environment--we'll take 
you along on an all electric car road trip, discuss why climate activists are angry at the Biden Administration over 
oil drilling...and we'll travel to South Africa to talk about some of the devastating effects climate change is having 
on humans. But we're starting off with the trees. Craig Welch, senior staff writer covering the environment at 
National Geographic, wrote the cover story in their May issue on forests -- why we need them, what's happening 
to them, and what we can do to save them. INT That was Craig Welch, senior staff writer covering the 
environment at National Geographic. Coming up oil drilling is back. what this means for environmentalists, and 
our planet, on Perspective, after this 
(Segment Two) Runs 7:04 South Africa Floods Every year, we're reminded of the toll that climate change can 
have on our planet. From out-of-control forest fires to stronger and more destructive storms, droughts and 
flooding. Along South Africa's east coast -- overlooking the Indian Ocean sits the city of Durban. It's normally a 
tourist destination--and they were hoping it would be during the easter holiday. Instead, two solid weeks of 
pounding rain triggered mudslides that killed more than 400 people and wiped out more than 4-thousand homes.
ABC News foreign correspondent Maggie Rulli is there. INT ABC's Maggie Rulli...in Durban, South Africa. 
Runs 5:05 Oil drilling Environmentalists have fought long and hard to put an end to oil drilling. But some may be 
feeling set back this week after White House press secretary Jen Psaki's announcement that President Biden 
would re-open selling leases for oil drilling on federal land in order to combat rising gas prices. ((The president 
remains committed addressing the climate crisis as one of the four pillars that he came in, he ran on as 
president.)) ABC's senior white house correspondent Mary Bbruce was there. ((Psaki: these leases are not in 
line with our policy or the president's view Bruce: policy or not this is the situation that you're in. Psaki: it is, and 
we're going to continue, there's obviously, we're going to continue to fight this legislation.)) After that exchange, 
ABC's Brad Mielke spoke with Mary Bruce about what this new policy means--on our daily podcast Start Here. 
INT That was ABC's senior White House correspondent Mary Bruce, on our daily podcast Start Here. Coming up
((Hello, we're back on the road!)) ABC's Ginger Zee takes a road trip in an all-electric vehicle. on Perspective, 
after this 
(Segment 3) Runs 6:24 Road Trip From ABC News... this is Perspective. This week's stories and why they 
matter. Coming up...why the changing mask mandates have the nation's immunocompromised asking "what 
about us?" But first.... How do you remember your road trips growing up? Did you have to sit in the middle? Did 
you take the back and stretch your legs out?Do you even know how much money your family spent on gas? 
ABC News chief meteorologist Ginger Zee decided this year, she's taking a road trip. A 2,100 mile road trip from 
New York City's Times Square, to Miami, Florida. And she's only projected to spend $120 on transportation 
costs... because she's doing it all in an electric vehicle. I spoke with her this week, and she told me about all the 
challenges, but also benefits - especially for the earth, and we want to point out that Ginger is in the car so that's 
why it sounds a little different than it normally would. INT That was ABC News chief meteorologist Ginger Zee. 
Coming up---some of the week's other stories...Ukraine and the pandemic--we'll start off discussing how this 
week's mask confusion has our country's most vulnerable even more frustrated. on Perspective after this. 
(Segment four) Runs 5:06 Immunocompromised Mask Mandate This week, a video circulated social media of 
airline passengers whipping off their masks ((nats)) as their plane was landing---after hearing a judge reversed 
the CDC's deicsion on mask mandates on public transportation and air travel. You already know that many 



Americans have been frustrated throughout the pandemic and were relieved to hear we can finally take those 
masks off while traveling. But there are millions of people in this country who don't have a choice--because for 
them, taking off the mask and contracting Covid could be very serious, even if they're vaccinated. Last week, 
ABC News producer and reporter Arielle Mitropoulos wrote a story about the nation's immunocompromsed and 
why for the past two years they have felt vulnearble--even forgotten. This week's mask changes had some of 
them even more frustrated. We talked to Arielle about her story and about further reporting that she's been doing
on where we stand with vaccines for the very youngest kids. INT That was ABC News producer/reporter Arielle 
Mitropoulos. 
(Segment Five) Runs 1:55 Ukraine The Russian invasion of Ukraine started two months ago, and this week, 
President Biden announced an additional 800-million dollars worth of military aid to the country. The mayor of 
Mariupol said he believes his city will hold out against Russian forces--even as Vladimir Putin claims the city is 
now under Russian control. Putin has ordered a blockade of the last major holdout there -- that sprawling steel 
plant with an extensive underground tunnel network, where Ukrainian soldiers and civilians have been under 
bombardment for weeks. ABC's James Longman is in the central Ukrainian city of Dinipro. Runs 4:06 Ramadan 
April second marked the first day of the Muslim holiday, Ramadan. For an entire month once a year, Muslims 
observe the holiday by fasting from when the sun comes up until the sun goes down. And that means they don't 
eat or drink anything--including water, coffee or even gum. It's a time many Muslims look forward to around the 
world, but some in america say it can be more challenging to observe here in the United States. ABC News 
associate producer Marwa Mouaki reports on why they celebrate, and what those challenges include. That was 
ABC News associate producer Marwa Mouaki. 
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Runs 5:09 30 Years Since LA Riots 30 years ago this weekend...Los Angeles erupted into deadly 
riots....following the acquittal of four LAPD police officers in the beating of Rodney King...For four days in South 
Los Angeles ...looting...assault and arson took place....Thousands of marines....national guard members and 
federal law enforcement agents were called in to stop the violence....By the time it was over....63 people were 
killed...over 2000 injured...and property damage was in the billions with the Koreatown neighborhood....taking 
the brunt of it....ABC's Alex Stone went back to the epicenter of the uprising in South LA.....to see what has 
changed and what hasn't since... PKG 
Runs 5:16 New HBO Show 'We Own this City' Just like the beating of Rodney King...was caught on camera...the
killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis by former police officer Derek Chauvin was as well....A week after Floyd's 
killing the Minnesota Department of Human Rights began an investigation...The outcome was released this 
week...the department, stating that the Minneapolis Police Department engaged in a pattern or practice of race 
discrimination.....with officers not being held accountable for their actions...the report also said the department 
using covert social media to harass black people and organizations.... With a closer eye on policing around the 
country....HBO is out with a new series called 'We own this city"...it's by David Simon.... the creator of 'The Wire.'
14 years after that show went off the air....Simon is back in Baltimore... looking at issues of policing and race and
the drug war, focusing on an elite Baltimore Police Unit that was drowning in corruption. ABC s Jason Nathanson
has been talking to the creators and cast of We Own This City, which premiered this week PKG Coming 
up....after nearly 3 years a former marine is released from Russian custody...and never forgetting the Holocaust 
through the voice of a survivor...On Perspective after this... 
Runs 3:22 Trevor Reed Released From Russia After 985 days in Russian custody....former Marine Trevor Reed 
is back in the US after he was released from prison...in a swap for a Russian pilot convicted of drug smuggling. 
The swap was straight out of a spy movie....with two planes pulling up to each other on a tarmac in Turkey... and 
the men walking right past one another onto the other plane...Trevor arrived back in the US Thursday morning 
and is now at a military hospital in Texas....On Friday...Trevor's Parents Joey and Paula...spoke with George 
Stephanopoulos on ABC's Good Morning America... INT That was Joey and Paula Reed that parents of the now 
freed Trevor Reed on Good Morning America.... 
Runs 4:20 Holocaust Remembrance Day Thursday was Holocaust Remembrance Day...All across Isreal these 
sirens rang out NATS....ABC News Live aired a prime time special on the rise on antisemitism cases across the 
world, which are at an all-time high, according to the Anti-Defamation League...As part of the special ABC's Kyra 
Phillips interviewed Ella Mandel...a 95-year-old Holocaust survivor, who has spent every week for the past three 
decades teaching students about the atrocities she experienced. PKG That was ABC's Kyra Phillips with 
Holocaust survivor Ella Mandel... Coming up...saving Rhinos from a cruel fate... On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 6:00 Saving Rhinos There is a race against time in South Africa's Kruger National Park - to save 
endangered Rhinos from being poached for their horns...which can go for thousands of dollars per pound in 
Asian countries...Conservationists are taking matters into their own hands by removing the horns of 
rhino's...called de-horning... to save them from possibly being shot and killed... ABC was the first network to see 



the process...Matt Gutman has the story....from South Africa. PKG Let's bring in Matt INT Coming up...If you are 
struggling to get by...you aren't alone...a new survey says it's getting harder to achieve a livable wage... On 
Perspective, after this... 
Runs 2:58 Living Wages It's getting harder for American's to achieve a living wage....that according to the 
University of Wisconsin's Population Health Institute's 2022 County Health Rankings....which takes a look at the 
cost of living in every county in the United States....The 2022 edition found there is still a huge wage gap 
between the average white man and women of all races and ethnicities....and that childcare is becoming a luxury
fewer can afford.... ABC's Daria Albinger has more... PKG 
Runs 3:55 Medical Announcements There were two big announcements in the medical world this 
week....First...the United States Preventive Services Task Force, an influential physician group that helps guide 
medical best practices....announced that Baby Aspirin....is no longer recommended to prevent a first heart attack
or stroke in Adults over 60...instead only those who are at high risk for cardiovascular disease should take 
it....While on the Covid front...The Centers for Disease Control announced that by February....3 in 5 Americans 
had antibodies....meaning they had been infected by the COVID-19 virus....In addition 75 percent of children and
adolescents had antibodies....For more on both of these....let's bring in Sony Salzman...Coordinating producer of
ABC's Medical Unit.... INT Coming up...how secure are your passwords? A cyber security expert has some tips...
..On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 3:20 World Password Day Next Thursday--the first Thursday in May--is World Password Day. Kind of like 
when you set your clocks back or forward and they remind you to change the battery in your smoke detector, 
world password day is a good reminder that if you're like most of us...your passwords and your online presence 
in general...might not be all that secure. According to the password manager Nordpass...the most used 
password in the world is still...12345...followed by 123456789...followed by...123456. Camille Stewart, the Global
head of Product Security Strategy for Google says we are NOT very creative when it comes to protecting 
ourselves online. PKG CLOSE 
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Runs 1:51 SCOTUS Abortion Draft Leak Nearly 50 years ago...ABC News reported on its evening broadcast that
the US Supreme Court had struck down a Texas law banning abortion. SOUND On Monday evening...the news 
putting that ruling in jeopardy seemed to come out of nowhere. (Chuck Sivertsen) The reaction was swift and 
loud...outside the supreme court...and across the country.. (nats) (ack) ABC Legal Analyst and constitutional law 
professor Kate Shaw...reminding people this is not a final ruling... Y9829 Runs 4:53 What is mean's from 
Mississippi's last provider Until the final ruling is out from the Supreme Court.....Abortions are still legal across 
the United States....Though in some states...like Mississippi...who's law is the one under review by the Supreme 
Court....it's still very hard to get one. In Mississippi....there is only one abortion clinic left...Jackson Women's 
Health Organization....it's a pink stucco building in Jackson Mississippi...and Shannon Brewer is the Director 
there...she spoke to ABC's Brad Mielke on our daily podcast "Start Here" the day after that draft was leaked: INT 
That was Shannon Brewer....the Director of Jackson Women's Health Organization in Mississippi on our daily 
podcast Start Here. Runs 7:44 Historic Nature Of the Leak ABC's Terry Moran has been covering the court for 
many years. We talked this week about what the ruling means for women--and what the leak means for the court
itself. INT Finally, a few statistics to tell you about...according to the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention...in 2019, more than 600-thousand abortions were performed in the United States. Women in their 
20's accounted for 57 percent of all procedures, and 93 percent of all abortions were performed within the first 
three months of conception. The reproductive rights research organization Guttmacher Institute says nearly one 
in every four women in the U.S. will have an abortion by the time she is 45, and the rate among poor women 
remains the highest of all groups studied. A final decision from the court is expected next month--and the 
investigation into the leaked draft opinion goes on. Coming up...Why Tuesday's primaries were a big win for 
Former President Trump....and separating fact from fiction with Elon Musk's take over of Twitter. On Perspective 
after this... 
Runs 3:52 Ohio and Indiana Primaries Tuesday was the first big primary day of the 2022 Mid-term 
elections...with Ohio and Indiana taking center stage...The night turned out to be a big one for Former President 
Trump as all of the 22 candidates he endorsed won their races--including Frank LaRose for Ohio Secretary of 
State, Max Miller for a congressional seat in Ohio, and Hillbilly Elegy author JD Vance -- who spoke out strongly 
against President Trump years ago, even going so far as to call him an "idiot" -- for the Ohio Senate seat being 
vacated by Rob Portman. Over in Indiana...former Vice President Mike Pence's older brother Greg won the 
primary for a house seat in a race that didn't have serious competition.. ABC's Diane Macedo broke down the 
primaries and what it mean's for former President Trump, and the upcoming midterms....with ABC News' Political
Director Rick Klein. INT ABC's Diane Macedo and ABC Political Director Rick Klein.... Coming up...how the roller 
coaster ride that is Twitter...could change...when the world's richest man takes it over...on Perspective after this. 



Runs 4:49 What Can Elon Musk really change at Twitter? The conversation about elections, the supreme court 
leak, the future of women's reproductive rights, and the Alabama jail couple on the run...all of it played out loudly,
or as loudly as 280 characters in one post can be--on Twitter this week. The social media platform that many 
consider the world's town hall was buzzing...but that buzz could be about to change, when billionaire Elon Musk 
takes it over... A new SEC filing this week shows that Elon Musk has secured over 7 billion dollars from investors
...part of his 44 billion-dollar offer to buy Twitter, which the company has agreed to. There's a long way to go 
before the world's richest man officially takes control, but that hasn't stopped him from talking about future plans 
he has for the company. ABC news tech producer mike Dobuski spoke with Siva Vaidhyanathan (See-vah Vie-
dee-ah-nah-thun)...a media studies professor at the university of Virginia to separate fact from fantasy...about the
Musk takeover, and what he wants to do when he's in charge. Coming up...Whats behind the attraction some 
women have with convicted criminals?.. On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 6:11 Why some people go after convicted criminals Last weekend... Lauderdale County Alabama Deputy 
Sheriff Vicky White and accused murderer Casey White, who aren't related...disappeared. Officials says she 
used a ruse of taking Casey White to a court appearance that was not scheduled. Deputy White then transported
Casey to a nearby shopping center parking lot, dropped her patrol car and left in a vehicle she had recently 
purchased. Deputy White had been described by the Sheriff as a well-respected employee who was ready to 
retire, and the day they disappeared, was scheduled to be her last day on the job. She'd also recently sold her 
house. The whole thing, leading investigators to conclude that Deputy White had carefully planned escape with 
Inmate White. Why would a well-respected law enforcement officer, with a stellar record, throw it all away and go
on the run with a convicted murderer with a pending murder-for-hire charge? She's not the first person to do it, 
and she won't be the last. Let's bring in ABC Crime and terrorism analyst Brad Garrett to talk more about it. INT 
Coming up...May is Mental Health Awareness month....How some companies are trying to help their 
employees...plus--the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Class of 2022. If you liked teh 80's,you're going to love this 
year's inductees. 
Runs 3:37 Mental Health Awareness Month May is Mental Health Awareness Month....we hope to bring you a 
segment every week as we ask the simple, but very important question: how are you doing? There's been a lot 
going on in the world--and sometimes it can seem overwhelming. The CDC says half of us will experience a 
mental illness or disorder at some point in our lives, and a lot of companies are starting to realize that they need 
to ask their employees that question as well. Some businesses have even started including "mental health days"
to their workers in an attempt to head off one of the major reasons employees leave: burnout. ABC's Jim Ryan 
has more.... PKG Runs 2:08 Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame Finally this week....she's in PKG CLOSE 
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Segment 1 The first known Covid death in the U.S. was announced on February 29th, 2020.... (STATUS)... Two 
years and three months later...the pandemic death toll is one million. A million Americans...gone....President 
Biden marked the number at a Covid-19 summit at the White House (BIDEN GRIEVING) One million seems like 
such a huge number...but when you think of those deaths person-by-person, and hear the stories of those left 
behind, you realize the magnitude. One of the million Americans now gone...is Martin Addison, a health care 
worker who died in the very ealy days of the pandemic, back in April of 2020.....For his wife Pamela...the grief is 
still raw...Her young children are still asking for hugs from papa...as she shares in this audio diary.... Video Diary 
A few months after the death of her husband, in an effort to find a community of others who could be 
experiencing the same grief as she had, Pamela founded the Young Widows and Widowers ofCOVID-19 on 
Facebook, which now includes hundreds of members... As the virus raced around the country...every community 
was affected....but some more than others....when data is adjusted for age and population....the likelihood of 
death from COVID-19 for Black, Asian, Latino and Native American people is about one to two times 
higher...when compared to White Americans. ABC's Lionel Moise has more... PKG Coming up: Making plans in 
the Midwest, where abortion may soon be against the law in most states on Perspective after this 
Segment 2 It was another week of protests, following the leaked draft opinion suggesting the Supreme Court is 
on the verge of overturning Roe v Wade NATS...the Senate passed a bill increasing security for the nine who sit 
on the bench--and the justices themselves met for the first time since the leak behind closed doors. On 
Wednesday...the Senate voted on a bill that would have protected a woman's right to abortion at the federal 
level, even though everyone knew it would fail, since every Senate Republican and West Virginia Democrat Joe 
Manchin voted against it...agreeing with Iowa's Chuck Grassley that what was called the Woman's Health 
Protection Act went too far. CUT Still...Democratic leader Chuck Schumer said HE wanted every one of his 
colleagues on the record voting for or against the bill CUT Until the Supreme Court makes its final decision Roe 
versus wade is still the law of the land...meaning women can still get abortions.... One of the states that will 
continue to protect abortion rights if Roe overturned is Illinois The five states that border it Indiana, Iowa, 
Wisconsin, Kentucky and Missouri have all indicated they are ready tol ban or severely restrict abortion if Roe is 



struck down by the Supreme Court. There are 18 planned parenthood clinics in Illinois, and they are preparing to
become the only state in the Midwest to allow abortion. Jo Greep, is Director of Communications for Planned 
Parenthood of Illinois...We spoke about what their plans are....for when Illinois becomes the only midweste 8 rn 
state to allow abortions.... INT According to The Guttmacher Institute...which supports abortion rights...The most 
common way women get an abortion is through at home medication...One of the major producers of abortion 
pills is Danco Laboratories...It says it has ample supply available... if demand soars in the wake of the Supreme 
Court decision...and that it s working with federal regulators to make the drug available in pharmacies by the end
of the year. Abortion opponents say their goal is to ban the drug from crossing state lines. Though it's not clear 
how easy that would be, since the drug can be obtained via a telehealth visit....and discretely shipped to 
someone's home... ABC's Anne Flaherty has been reporting on these drugs....and how the drug makers are 
gearing up for the Supreme Court's decision...She broke it down with ABC's Devin Dwyer on our daily podcast 
Start Here: INT That was ABC's Anne Flaherty and Devin Dwyer on our Daily podcast Start Here: Coming up...Its
a worrying time for parents of young kids...we''ll tell you why... On Perspective, after this... 
Segment 3 Runs Baby Formula Shortage Concerned parents continue to search store shelves, trying to track 
down baby formula, as the shortage worsens across the country...Kimberly Bowen has a new born CUT Can 
Cause... Supply chain issues and a voluntary recall of three popular types in February by Abbott...one of the 
biggest producers of baby formula......after reports of two infants dying...and others getting sick... leading to the 
crisis... Abbott denies it was its formula that caused the babies' illness...and says if it gets FDA approval, they 
could restart its Sturgis, Michigan manufacturing plant within two weeks.. it will then take six to eight weeks 
before product is available on shelves. Runs Hepatitis Outbreak Baby Formula isn't the only thing parents are 
stuck worrying about.....the CDC continues investigating an uptick in cases of severe liver disease--hepatitis--
there have been more than 100 (200?) cases across the country...but they don't know what's causing it. The 
CDC recommending parents to be the look out for any concerning symptoms...which could include 
fever....fatigue or jaundice....which is the yellowing of the skin. Health officials ARE saying that some of the 
children had something called adenovirus type 41, which is more likely to cause severe stomach illness in 
children. So how do we sort THIS one out? Let's bring in one our favorite pediatricians, ABC News Medical 
Contributor, from Stanford Children's Health, Dr. Alok Patel.... INT Coming up....Putting a spotlight on mental 
health....Ashley Judd speaks following the loss of her mother Naomi.....On Perspective, after this... 
Segment 4 Two weeks ago the Judds were inducted into the country music hall of fame. The night of the 
ceremony sisters Wynona and Ashley talked emotionally about the death just one day earlier of their mother 
Naomi Judd CUT Coming up...Saying good bye to a revolutionary music player....and A day for the...Dog Moms 
out there... ... On Perspective, after this... *
Segment 5 Runs Good bye to the iPod This week Apple announced it will be discontinuing one of its most iconic 
products - 8 a gadget that changed the way we listen to music... and one that helped make Apple into the two 
trillion dollar behemoth that it is today... So go find your old pair of wired earbuds and plug them in - because 
ABC News Tech Producer Mike Dobuski is taking a look back at the iPod... PKG And a fun little fact...podcasts 
are called podcasts because of the iPod. Runs Dog Mothers Day Finally this week...Think you re done with 
Mother s Day shopping? ABC s Daria Albinger .says it s time to honor the women .who take care of the .other 
children. 
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(Segment One) Last Saturday afternoon...as shoppers strolled the aisles of the Topps Supermarket in Buffalo 
picking up everyday groceries...cupcakes.../or cake mix for a birthday.. .A sinister long planned plot was about to 
take place... SPECIAL REPORT FROM SATURDAY...Ten people would end up being killed....All of them...six 
men and four women....were black...Authorities allege it was a racially motivated hate crime carried out by a 
heavily armed white teenager who fired a barrage of 50 shots outside and inside the market. Before being taken 
into custody by police.... The Supermarket was more than a place to stop and pick up food...People who live in 
that part of the city say it served as a community center (Cut 'No Y" hopefully we have that) ....where folks would 
go to see and talk to their neighbors ....CUT...It was a something the residents of the community fought for 
years....to bring a grocery store to the community....since there was no supermarket before it... ABC Senior 
Investigative correspondent Aaron Katersky was in Buffalo this week....he was one of the first from the national 
press to arrive on the scene...We spoke about what it was like on the ground..... (INT) As Aaron mentioned, the 
suspect became radicalized during the pandemic... Law Enforcement sources told ABC News a 180 page 
document believed to be posted on the internet by the suspect...was filled with the idea of the "replacement 
theory"....a white supremacist belief that non-whites will eventually replace white people The idea has been 
embraced by far right nationalists and has inspired other targeted mass killings both in the United States and 
around the world...police say those killings incidents inspired the Buffalo shooter, but 'Replacement Theory' isn't 
just a fringe group idea....According to a recent Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research 



poll...as many as one in three Americans believe there is an effort underway to replace US Born Americans with 
immigrants as a way to win more elections. ABC's Brad Mielke broke down the idea with John Cohen....an ABC 
News Contributor and former counter-terrorism coordinator at Homeland Security... on our daily podcast Start 
Here. INT Replacement Theory That was ABC News Contributor John Cohen.. with our Brad Mielke on Start 
Here. Coming up...Breaking the stigma of Mental health for Black Women....On Perspective after this... 
May is Mental Health Awareness Month... and as a part of ABC News' Coverage Janai Norman led a "Good 
Morning America" digital roundtable conversation...Breaking the Mental Health Stigma for Black Women...with 
Activist Ianne Fields Stewart and the Nap Ministry founder Tricia Hersey... and Theresa Taylor Williams, a New 
York-based psychotherapist....They discussed what many consider the taboo topic of mental health for Black 
women, exploring how racial injustice and the "strong Black woman" trope.... impact mental health. According to 
research analyzed by the the American Psychological Association....burnout...and stress are "rampant," for Black
women.... Here is part of that conversation... PKG For more let's bring in Janai..... INT If you or someone you 
know is in crisis, call the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-TALK (8255) or contact the Crisis Text
Line by texting HOME to 741741. Coming up...Election season getting into full swing...We break down this 
week's results... On Perspective, after this... 
From ABC News, This is Perspective. This week's stories and why they matter. I'm Cheri Preston Coming 
up...Taking you back to a time...when you could hear a music revolution taking place for pocket change... But 
first... Tuesday was another big primary day...with five states...Pennsylvania....North Carolina...Oregon.... Idaho 
and Kentucky...all casting votes....The Keystone state took the most prominent position....with races for 
Governor....and Senate making the biggest news...With one candidate getting a pace maker...a one race 
heading into recount territory....and an election denier winning a nomination for governor....While in North 
Carolina....Trump backed Freshman representative Madison Cawthorne lost his primary.... For more on the 
races ....Let's bring in ABC Political Director Rick Klein.... INT Coming up...Inside a controversial Spiritual 
Leader's practice....and breaking down the mid-terms so far On Perspective, after this... Coming up...Election 
season getting into full swing...We break down this week's results... On Perspective, after this... 
Let's talk about the woman encouraging her followers to visualize death. Spiritual guide or dangerous cult 
leader? A glam guru for the internet age. All of those descriptions come up when you Google Teal Swan. Teal 
Swan....is a self proclaimed 'Spiritual Leader...who has a huge following...600-thousand on Instagram, more than
a million on YouTube, where there have been more than 78 million views of her videos. PKG We want to add 
once again--because these are important issues--that if you or someone you know is struggling with mental 
health, you can reach out to the suicide prevention lifeline at 1-800-273 TALK,for free confidential emotional 
support 24 hours a day 7 days a week. Coming up...Looking back at the start of some famous rocker's 
careers....On Perspective, after this... 
This year, we're celebrating an anniversary in the UK. But it's not the Queen's platinum jubilee...this is one not 
too many people are probably aware of. Sixty years ago, a collection of people who would become rock royalty 
hung out together in the unlikely setting of a leafy suburb in Southwest London. A cultural revolution played out in
a handful of small clubs. It was the birthplace of British Rock born of U-S Blues. And now, a new book explores 
those heady days - days when the change in your pocket - would gain your entry into a living and breathing 
piece of musical history. ABC's Tom Rivers in London...has more... TOM And finally this week. It s said to be the 
largest non-sporting event in the world: the Eurovision Song Contest. This year, a war-torn nation seemingly beat
the odds to win. But Ukraine s win didn t come without some political intrigue, including an attempt by pro-
Russian hackers to disrupt the voting process. ABC s Joy Piazza has more on the winning song, Stefania (steh-
fah-KNEE-yah) and what this win could mean for the song contest, in the years to come. Host: Cheri Preston 
Producer: Leighton Schneider 
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(Segment One) Runs 5:20 Another week...another mass shooting in the United States... This time 19 3rd and 
fourth graders and 2 teachers were killed by a lone gunman at the Rott Elementary in Uvalde, Texas. It's now the
second deadliest school shooting in US history...nearly a decade after Sandy Hook in Newtown, Connecticut. 
Friday is the 147th day of the year... and there have been 214 mass shooting in the United States in 
2022....According to the gun violence archive....which the organization defines as 4 or more shot or killed. That 
means...There have been more mass shootings than days in the year. In a 10 day stretch from May 14th to 
Tuesday... we saw 10 people murdered in a Buffalo supermarket...1 killed and 5 INJURED at a church in 
Laguana woods California...and now Uvalde. ABC's Jim Ryan has been in the town since late Tuesday night.... 
PKG INT Runs 5:01 Investigators are trying to learn more about the motive of the suspect...who some in the 
community describe as quiet, secretive, and capable of saying or doing, disturbing things... Like we saw in the 
Buffalo shooting...there were missed signals with the gunman... This week on ABC News Live, Linsey Davis 
spoke with ABC News Crime and Terrorism analyst Brad Garrett about the possible missed signs and how law 



enforcement can best respond to future threats. INT That was ABC's Linsey Davis speaking with ABC's Brad 
Garrett. Coming up....What it's like for parents following the shooting...On Perspective after this... 
(Segment Two) Runs 1:37 It's something no parent ever wants to hear....There has been a shooting at their kids 
school....but the list keeps expanding....Columbine...Marjory Stoneman Douglas...Santa Fe...Sandy Hook....just 
a few of the schools that witnessed the horror... In the early hours following the shooting...ABC's Mireya Villarreal
spoke with a parent in Ulvade... Brandon Elrod was looking for his daughter McKenna.... INT.... Mckenna would 
be one of the 19 kids killed in the shooting..... Runs 4:29 It's a pain that no parent should go through....but it has 
happened again... ABC's Brad Mielke spoke with one parent who has lived this....on our Daily Podcast Start 
Here INT That was Carlos Soto....the father of Vicky Soto....a teacher killed during the Sandy Hook shooting..... 
on Start Here. INT Runs 3:22 You can still hear the pain in Carlos' voice ten years later...It's a grief that will never
go away...All across the country....there is pain for what happened in Uvalde on Tuesday...Americans are 
struggling to cope....Adults are overcome with emotion while trying to figure out how to speak to their kids about 
it.... So what do we do? ABC's Alex Stone posed that question to Doctor Deborah Atkisson.. who spec as a 
tribute to those who live...fought or died for this country.....ializes in general psychology and child psychology at 
the Texas Christian University School of Medicine...during our hour long special on the shooting on Wednesday. 
INT Coming up...Confronting hate crimes against Asian Americans... On Perspective, after this...
(Segment Three) Runs 6:30 From ABC News, This is Perspective. This week's stories and why they matter. I'm 
Daria Albinger. Coming up...Breaking her silence...Brittney Griner's wife on her ordeal since the WNBA star was 
arrested in Russia But first... May is Asian American Pacific Islander Heritage month...and as part of ABC News' 
coverage....the groundbreaking 'Soul of a Nation' is back with a special "Together As One: Celebrating Asian 
American, Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander Heritage, the network s first-ever primetime program celebrating 
the diversity and recognizing the accomplishments and the contributions of this vibrant community. It's hosted by 
actor and social justice activist George Takei. As part of the special...ABC's Juju Chang hosts a moving 'Soul of a
Nation: In the Kitchen conversation with o-ree-ko Nasu, a high school teacher, who was brutally attacked and is 
now working to confront hate crimes; Min Jin Lee, an acclaimed author, who wrote a moving essay for the New 
York Times on our country s long history of anti-Asian hate; and Then-maury Sound-uh-ruh-raw-gin, a Dalit-
American activist fighting against caste-apartheid and white supremacy. Discussing the rise in violent anti-Asian 
attacks...how to fight back against hate...and how to embrace resilience and strength....here is part of that 
conversation... Clip before interview: we she asks the women: when is the first time you were othered?" Let's 
bring in Juju now.... INT ABC's Juju Chang.... Coming up...100 days after being detained...Brittney Griner's wife 
speaks out... On Perspective, after this... 
(Segment Four) Runs 5:57 For 985 days...Retired Marine Trevor Reed was held in a series of Russian prisons.. 
after being arrested and accused of assaulting police officers following a night out....but 1 month ago this 
weekend....he was freed as part of a prisoner swap...Now back on American soil...Reed is speaking out about 
his ordeal with ABC's Patrick Reevell...who was one of the first journalists to cover his case...Reed says the US 
should do anything they can do to get Paul Whelan...another former Marine....and WNBA star Brittney 
Griner....who are both held....out of Russia...even if that mean's giving up someone like Victor Bout..
(BOOTs)...who is serving a 25 year prison sentence after being convicted of narco-terrorism charges.... INT 
37ish Griner...has been detained in Russian Prison for nearly 100 days.... after getting arrested at an airport for 
allegedly having vape cartridges in her luggage that contained hashish oil...an illegal substance in Russia. The 
U.S. government classified Griner's case on May 3 as "wrongfully detained" in Russia, which means that the 
U.S. would work to negotiate her release, as opposed to letting her case play out in the Russian legal system. 
Following the change in classification...Griner's wife... Cherelle...decided to speak out with ABC's Robin Roberts 
on Good morning America... 
(Segment Five) Runs 5:10 This Memorial Day week ABC Radio is airing a three hour special... 'Honor, Hope and
Healing' ...where we are going to hear about stories of service....both to our country...and to our communities.... 
Nearly everywhere on Memorial Day you will see the flag at half staff.. as a tribute to those who live...fought or 
died for this country......at schools...government builds...neighboorhoods and homes...In New Jersey...ABC's 
Derricke Dennis...tells us about one home owner who takes pride in displaying all kinds of flags year round....as 
a history lesson and as a tribute to those who live...fought or died for this country..... INT You can listen to the full 
Memorial Day show anywhere you get your podcasts. 
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(Segment One) For all of us, it has been a heavy couple of weeks. Three major mass shooting events -- first at a
supermarket in Buffalo, then at a grade school in Uvalde Texas, and most recently, at a medical center in Tulsa. 
We will have much more on the investigations into those attacks, and the debate over guns coming up, but we're
not starting there. We're starting--and ending, this week--on a couple of things a little more positive---Pride and 
the Queen June is Pride Month....and as part of ABC Audio's coverage.... we are out with a bonus episode of the



'Life out Loud podcast with LZ Granderson.... this is a show that started as an idea, and it has morphed into 
something more. It's a place for positive, inclusive conversations about the LGBT+ experience, hosted by ESPN 
writer, columnist, and host LZ Granderson. The bonus episode focuses on queer content the gay community can
look forward to this summer...but past episodes have asked questions about same sex marriage, aging, 
intersectionality, and being out loud, and proud during June and every month. We got a chance to talk about it 
this week. INT Coming up...The Investigation into the Uvalde shooting continues raising more questions--and 
where do we stand on gun control, in light of more than 200 mass shootings, this year alone? On perspective 
after this. 
When a gunman opened fire Wednesday at the St Francis Hospital in Tulsa....killing 4....it was the 20thmass 
shooting in the United States since last Tuesday... when 19 children and two teachers at the Robb Elementary 
school in Uvalde, Texas...that according to the Gun Violence Archive....which defines a mass shooting as four or 
more people shot. In fact...as of Friday June 3rd...which is the 154th day of the year....there have been 244 mass
shootings. Following those attacks in Buffalo...Ulvade...and Tulsa...President Biden addressed the nation calling 
on congress to pass gun reform measures. Cut 37... Following the speech the house judiciary approved gun 
control measures...along party lines. The bill, which would raise the purchasing age for semiautomatic rifles to 
21, limit large capacity magazines, create safe storage requirements and tighten regulation of ghost guns, lacks 
60 votes to pass in the Senate. In the Senate...a bipartisan group of negotiators are working towards an 
agreement...with hopeful signs coming from Republican Susan Collins of Maine...who said in a statement 
Wednesday....the group was making "rapid progress" on proposals "that could garner support from both 
Republicans and Democrats." Connecticut Senator Chris Murphy echoed that sentiment in a tweet saying there 
is 'Growing momentum". How likely will congress get something done? I asked ABC Political Director Rick Klein 
INT Among the ideas thrown around to stop shootings has been to arm teachers in classrooms. Texas already... 
loosened the laws on teachers carrying guns on campus following the Sante Fe High school shooting in 
2018...where 8 students and 2 teachers were killed. But many teachers say arming teachers is not the 
answer...one of them is Zeph Capo. (Like steph)..the President of the Texas...American Federation of 
Teachers...He spoke with ABC's Kyra Phillips on ABC News Live. INT That was Zeph Capo....the President of 
the Texas... American Federation of Teachers with ABC's Kyra Phillips on ABC News Live Coming up...How 
Russian-Americans are dealing with the war in Ukraine... On Perspective, after this... 
From ABC News, This is Perspective. This week's stories and why they matter. I'm Cheri Preston Coming up...a 
Royal celebration for the Queen's 70 years on the throne.....But first... Nearly 100 days into the War in 
Ukraine...a new voice is speaking out about the tragedy and personal toll she is facing...Ukraine's First Lady 
Olena Zelenska sat down for her first one on one television interview since the war began...She spoke with 
ABC's Robin Roberts in Kyiv....telling her that she and her husband are afraid of the toll the war is taking on their 
children. and noting...that according to the UN, more than 200 children have died since the invasion began. And 
even though in parts of Kyiv things ARE getting back to normal, during their interview, there was another 
reminder that THIS is not normal. F5756 :23 AIR RAID SIREN Since the beginning of the invasion...Russian 
Americans have been grappling with what they're seeing and hearing....one of those people is Vika Aronson....a 
producer on our daily podcast Start Here...She speaks Russian with her parents...who immigrated to the United 
States in 1980....In a special edition of the podcast....Aronson spoke with her parents....and other Russian-
Americans about what they've been feeling since February...In one segment...she sat down with three 
Russians....who have stopped speaking their native language because of fear and shame over their country's 
actions....Here is part of the episode... PKG That was Start Here Producer Vika Aronson on a special edition of 
Start Here...You can find the episode anywhere you get your podcasts.... Coming up...An outcome in the Johnny 
Depp- Amber Heard Civil Trial...and if you have become attached to a fictional character...there's a psychological
reason for that...On Perspective, after this... 
The week's long civil trial between Amber Heard and Johnny Depp came to a close this week with the jury 
awarding Depp 10 million dollars in compensatory damages....and five million dollars in punitive 
damages...before the judge lowered that amount to 350 thousand dollars...the maximum allowed in 
Virginia...The jury also awarded Heard 2 million dollars for compensatory damages. For more on the 
outcome...ABC's Trevor Ault spoke with Terry Austin...host and legal analyst at the Law and Crime Network. INT 
Fans of both Heard and Depp became very attached to this trial...and what the outcome would be...fans of Depp 
were even heard chanting his name and fist bumping his lawyer after the end... Have you ever gotten very 
attached to a celebrity or fictional TV character? And when the series ends...or if the person dies...Do you feel 
like you lost an important person in your life? There is a reason for that....It's called a Para-Social 
Relationships...which is when someone feels connected to a public figure or fictional character...We grow 
attached to them and start seeing them as our friend...enemy....or maybe....future spouse as we consume media
they're in... but they do not know we exist. Its why people might cry when they find out some heartthrob got 
married or why people may be upset when a cat from TikTok dies. Though most of the time they are harmless 
and even helpful, they can also be very bad for mental health and cause people to take extreme actions. The 



reason Hinkley shot Ronald Regan was to impress Jodie Foster who he had a parasocial relationship with. For 
more on this I spoke with Dr Bradley Bond...an associate professor of communication studies at the University of
San Diego.... INT That was Dr. Bradley Bond of the University of San Diego. Coming up...Marking a platinum 
Jubilee fit for a Queen... On Perspective, after this... 
Finally she's been on the throne for 70 years longer than any other British monarch, The world or at least Britain 
took a pause this week to mark that milestone for Queen Elizabeth...Here's ABC's Tom Rivers in London. Close 
Host: Cheri Preston Producer: Leighton Schneider 
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(Segment One) Uvlade Teacher and Survivor Speaks When fourth grade teacher Anulfo Reyes woke up on 
Tuesday May 24th...He was ready for a good day....It was awards day at Robb Elementary...and some of his 
students who had not received an award all year were set to.....He was going to show his students the "Adams 
Family' Movie....and says there was nothing unusual about the day......but then it all changed in an incident when
a gunman opened fire in the classroom adjoining his....before entering his own classroom...Reyes would be shot 
multiple times....and all 11 students in his class would be killed....Two weeks after the shooting....while still 
recovering in the hospital.... Reyes spoke with ABC's Amy Robach on good morning America.... INT That was 
Anulfo Reyes....a teacher and survivor of the Robb Elementary Mass shooting.... Capitol Hill Gun Hearings 14 
days after that shooting... and 25 days after the one in a Buffalo grocery store....the House Committee on 
Oversight and Reform held a hearing with survivors and families of those killed in both shootings.... INT We can 
decide what to use. The doctor was great, so was the mother of who lost her daughter in uvalde.... Since both 
shootings democrats have been pushing for stricter gun control laws...while Republicans have been focusing on 
mental health and hardening schools. Carolyn Maloney is a Democratic Representative from New York....and the
Chair of the House Oversight Committee CUT James Comer is a republican rep from Kentucky...and the ranking 
member on the Comittee... CUT Coming up...A fiery start to the January 6th public hearings....and What it's like 
on the ground in Bucha...Ukraine...two months later..On Perspective after this... 
(Segment Two) First January 6th Hearing The January 6th committee held their first public hearing in primetime 
Thursday night....and started out with a bang....with Capitol Police Officer Caroline Edwards.. who suffered a 
traumatic brain injury that day.... and Documentary Filmmaker Nick Quested providing first hand testimony. 
Quested and his team was following the Proud Boys the day of the insurrection and provided footage never seen
by the publics. For more on the hearing and what is next we spoke with XXX INT tRuns Returning To Bucha The 
War in Ukraine is now over 100 days old....and the UN High Comissioner for Refugees says there are at least 
4.8 million Ukrainian refugees across Europe....ABC's James Longman is back in Ukraine covering the war for 
the network...the last time he was there he visited the town of Bucha...which was under Russian control from the 
early days of the war...and saw some of the worst fighting....and atrocities....Something from HIM back then. 
James is now back in the town and describes what has changed in this audio diary. Longman PKG That was 
ABC's James Longman in Bucha.... Coming up...How the internet became straight...a new book looks at tech 
platforms moderation decisions...On Perspective, after this... 
(Segment Three) From ABC News, This is Perspective. This week's stories and why they matter. I'm Cheri 
Preston Coming up...Making the business world more diverse by making business school professor more 
diverse.....But first... Digital Closet June is Pride month....and this week we are bringing you a story you likely 
have never thought about...how little decisions made by tech platforms can have big implications for the LGBTQ 
people who operate on them.... ABC News tech producer Mike Dobuski spoke with Alex Monea (Moe-nay), an 
assistant professor at George Mason University, and author of the new book "The Digital Closet: How The 
Internet Became Straight" INT ABC News tech producer Mike Dobuski spoke with Alex Monea author of The 
Digital Closet: How The Internet Became Straight" - Coming up...Why Tuesday's Primaries could signal a rough 
voting season for Progressive's...On Perspective, after this... 
(Segment Four) San Francisco DA Recall Tuesday was another big primary day across the United States....with 
California...New Jersey and Iowa voting...The biggest outcome of the night came from San Francisco....with the 
Attorney General Chesa Boudin losing his job after a recall election....Boudin was elected 2019...on the promise 
that he would seek alternatives to prison time...end the war on drugs and hold police officers accountable...but 
leaders of the recall push said he failed...with an increase in hate crimes and brazen shoplifting caught on 
footage....For more on the recall and what is mean's for progressive's moving forward...ABC's Brad Mielke spoke
with Liz Kruetz of ABC affiliate KGO TV in San Francisco on ABC daily podcast Start Here: PKG That was Liz 
Kruetz of our ABC affiliate KGO TV in San Francisco. Coming up...Making the business world more 
diverse....starting with Business school professors.... On Perspective, after this... 
(Segment Five) PHD Project For Business Since nationwide calls for social justice began two years ago, a lot of 
American companies have been working diligently to make their corporate boards more diverse. According to the
advisory firm ISS Corporate Solutions--30 percent of all newly appointed board members to S-and-P 500 



companies between the spring of 2020 and the spring of 2021 were Black. That was a nearly 200 percent 
increase from the previous year. PKG Noodle The Tik Tok Pug And finally this week...A tik tok star writes a book 
PKG Host: Cheri Preston Producer: Leighton Schneider 
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(Segment One) 'Reclaimed' Maime Till Mobley Sunday is Juneteenth....the holiday marking the end of slavery in 
the United States. The day became a federal holiday last year....but it has been celebrated since 1866...starting 
in Texas...which was the last state to have slaves... Before the March on Washington, before Rosa Parks refused
to give up her seat, before the Mothers of the Movement there was Mamie Till-Mobley. Her son, Emmett, was 
only 14 years old when he was kidnapped, tortured and murdered. By sharing the haunting image of Emmett s 
body, Mamie Till-Mobley sparked what would become the civil rights movement. A new ABC News Podcast 
called 'Reclaimed" , explores who Mamie Till-Mobley was before the death of her son, and who she would 
ultimately become....Through first-person narratives from her family members and her own words. Leah Wright 
Rigueur is a political historian, award-winning researcher, author and ABC News contributor...and is the narrator 
of the three-part series. We spoke to her this week... INT Xernona Clayton Profile This year on Juneteenth....The
Bounce Trumpet Awards are back for the 30th year...celebrating the best in African American excellence and 
achievement. The Awards were started by Xernona Clayton...a civil rights leader...who worked with Dr. Martin 
Luther King Junior.... ABC producer Jamie Pugh has her unique story. PKG Coming up...Leave No Trace...a new
film takes a deep look at decades of abuse inside the Boy Scouts....On Perspective after this...
(Segment Two) 50 Years since Watergate Before June 17, 1972, 50 years ago this weekend, "Watergate" was 
simply a hotel in Washington. But then came the break-in which led to the downfall of a presidency--and the 
name of that hotel became synonymous with cover-ups and fraud. Let's take a listen back to how the story was 
first reported on ABC News by anchor Howard K. Smith, and we want to acknowledge that some parts of story 
have been edited for time. (piece) Howard K. Smith, along with reporters Virginia Sherwood and Herb Kaplow 
(caplo)on the ABC Evening News...50 years ago. Leave No Trace Film Americans are continuing to love the 
outdoors this summer. After two years of being cooped up because of the pandemic...we are itching to spend 
time in the woods. Kampgrounds of America, KOA, estimates that more than 21 million households are planning 
4th of July camping trips this year, a nearly 9 percent increase from 2021. Lots of American kids got their first 
experience with camping....as a part of the Boy Scouts. The Scouts have been around for more than 100 years--
and millions of boys have gone through the program. But this was the news on February 18, 2020, just before 
lockdown...when we found out this... PKG Coming up...A double murder in Brazil...and why it could be linked to 
natural resources... On Perspective, after this... 
From ABC News, This is Perspective. This week's stories and why they matter. I'm Cheri Preston Coming 
up...Pushing back against body shaming in the gay community... But first... Amazon Murders Two men were 
arrested this week in Brazil...accused of playing a part in the disappearance and possible murder of a journalist 
and an indigenous expert who were working in the Amazon Rain Forest. The story, as heard on ABC's Start Here
with Brad Mielke, began with a discussion about how some of that country's most remote areas...are being taken
over by those trying to make money--lots of money--off Brazil's natural resources. Here's Brad. PKG That was 
ABC's Brad Mielke and ABC's Claire Bower on Start Here. Coming up...how drones are helping save lives in 
Ukraine.....On Perspective, after this... 
(Segment Four) Drones saving lives in Ukraine The White House sent another billion dollars on aid to Ukraine 
this week....including 225 million dollars of humanitarian aid. It came just ahead of a visit by the heads of France,
Germany, Italy and Romania...where the leaders announced their support Ukraine joining the European Union....
All kinds of help have been flying into Ukraine to help the country fight its war against Russia. But something 
else is flying....American made delivery drones -- loaded with supplies to save lives. ABC's Derricke Dennis has 
the story. PKG Coming up...trying to stop bullying in the gay community....and...the Super Bowl.....for dogs.... On 
Perspective, after this... 
(Segment Five) Ending Body Image Bullying June is Pride month and this week we are talking about body 
image....A growing number of gay men are publicly pushing back against what they say is bullying within the gay 
community over how they look, and in many cases using social media to do so....ABC's Gio Benitez reports. 
PKG That was Dr Jen Ashton....and ABC's Gio Benitez on Good Morning America... Westminster Dog Show And
finally this week....it's a weekend for the dogs. ABC's Daria Albinger has the story..... PKG  Host: Cheri Preston 
Producer: Leighton Schneider 
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From ABC News, This is Perspective. This week's stories and why they matter. I'm Cheri Preston. Coming up... 
The Supreme Court overturns Roe vs Wade.... (TEASE) Questions continue to be raised over the handling of the
Uvalde mass shooting... (TEASE) And 1 year since the Surfside Condo collapse...Are we any closer to knowing 



the cause? (TEASE) All ahead on Perspective. INT Coming up....1 month since the Robb elementary mass 
shooting....and we still are searching for answers....on Perspective after this... 
(Segment Two) SCOTUS Guns Ruling The Supreme Court on Wednesday ruled in a major case involving 
whether there s a fundamental right to carry a concealed gun outside the home in public for self-defense. The 
court struck down a century-old New York law that has restricted the concealed carry of guns in public to only 
those with a proper cause. The 6-3 opinion was authored by Justice Clarence Thomas, the court s most senior 
conservative member. We spoke with ABC's Aaron Katersky about the ruling... 1 month since Uvalde It s now 
been a month since the mass shooting at an elementary school in Uvalde, Texas. And while new details about 
the police response emerge nearly every day, countless questions still linger. ABC s Jim Ryan tells us about the 
many efforts underway to find answers: Coming up...the January 6thcommittee continues its case against 
President Trump and his allies....and 1 year since the Surfside Condo Collapse...on Perspective after this... *** 
(Segment Three) From ABC News, This is Perspective. This week's stories and why they matter. I'm Cheri 
Preston Coming up...Taking a walking tour through NYC's gay landmarks....there's more than just Stonewall But 
first... January 6th Hearings The House select committee investigating the Jan. 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol held 
their fifth hearing. Thursday's focus was on former President Donald Trump s post-Election Day efforts to enlist 
the Justice Department in his failed bid to overturn his election loss. On Tuesday...the focus was on the former 
President's pressure on state election workers to reject votes and his role in the plot to create 'fake' slates of 
electors to overturn Joe Biden's victory...For more on what we have learned this week and what is next....we 
spoke with ABC's Katherine Faulders... INT 1 Year since Condo Collapse 1 year ago the Champlain Tower South
collapsed out of nowhere in the middle of the night in Surfside, Florida...in the Miami area....98 people would 
lose their lives in the shocking structural failure...What caused the building to come down is still unknown. 
...according to the one of the leads investigator...Glen Bell...who said in early June he has "two dozen 
hypotheses that are being actively considered in its ongoing investigation. None of the hypotheses is considered 
a leading theory at this point. Ahead of the anniversary A judge gave final approval to a settlement topping $1 
billion for victims of the collapse...ABC's Brad Mielke spoke with ABC's Victor Oquendo...who is based in Miami 
on our Daily Podcast Start Here.... PKG Coming up A walking tour through some of NYC's most iconic 
landmarks for gay culture....On perspective After This 
 (Segment Four) NYC Pride Tour New York City s Pride culminates this Sunday with the Pride March March, 
June is packed with events celebrating the LGBTQ community. But, throughout the year, there is an intimate 
walking tour available. Where people can retrace some of the steps of the gay rights movement from the past 50
plus years. ABC s Michelle Franzen has the story. PKG Coming up He s the man behind some of the most 
famous movie scores of all time Is John William s calling it a career? On Perspective after this 
(Segment Five) John Williams Music His music is synonymous with the movies....NATS....but now one of the 
most well known and prolific composers of film scores is thinking of calling it a career.... (Close) Host: Cheri 
Preston Producer: Leighton Schneider 


